THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX.

Cleans, polishes & protects. **Use on:** Aluminum Diamond Plate, Polished & Brushed Stainless Steel and painted boxes. **Removes:** Oxidation, grease, oil, road film, water spots, mag chloride/salt corrosion, soap stains & more. **The Flitz Buff Ball** won’t tear like foam. Fits any 3/8-inch drill or air tool. Buffs evenly—no low spots. Buffs at speeds up to 2,500 rpm. Self-cooling. Won’t scorch or burn clearcoat. Plus, the Ball is washable* and reusable.

* Washable Guaranteed ONLY when used exclusively with Flitz products.

**ORDER TODAY.**
Order now: 800-558-8611

**Sizes Available:**
# TTB 31505 Truck Toolbox Restoration Kit
Clamshell contains: Buff Ball (L); Flitz Polish-Paste 1.7oz; Flitz Wax Protectant 1.7oz